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Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Cumberland Cat Club Show 10
th

 October 2009 

 

A lovely show in a lovely part of the country.  Thank you Jenny and Ian for the 

invitation again this year.  I had some lovely cats and an “old friend” for company  

made the day.  Faith Bowman, who used to breed Russians under her Farodell prefix 

stewarded for me and we had a great day reminiscing about cats and people! 

 

OFSH Grand Ch Male 

 

GR.CC  PONTELLO’S CH. PONTABY ENRICO (23) M 28.8.08  A 

well balanced exhibit.  Usual Abyssinian male who handled well.  Head is a moderate 

wedge with gentle contours.  Brow is rounded to top of head.  Fair width between the 

ears which are set following the lines of the wedge. Ears are well cupped with furry 

inner edges. Slight indentation at the muzzle which is slightly rounded.  Slight nose 

break.  Amber eyes are rounded almond in shape, expressive and set well apart.  Level 

bite, chin could be a little firmer.  Lithe and muscular body of excellent weight and 

condition.  Slender legs with small oval paws.  Lovely rich apricot undercoat and 

black ticking.  Fair length to black hocks.  Black tail tip.  Faint broken necklet.  

Lighter area around the eyes.  Cream chin, lips and nostrils.  Clear facial pigmentation 

lines.  Short, fine, close lying coat with good density.  Congratulations as I hear this 

made him up to Grand Champion on the day. 

 

2
nd

 R w/h LECK & JENKINS’ CH. REKSIF DANUBE DANCER (16a) M 

7.2.08  Fair sized Russian Blue male.  Slightly long wedge, showing some whisker 

pads but rather narrow muzzle.  Moderately large ears which are fairly well wet.  Flat 

skull and good angle.  Straight nose.  Level bite but chin could be stronger.  Almond 

shaped rather blue/green eye colour.  Short coat of even length, mid blue colour, 

sound and quite plushy for the time of year.  However the coat does have a slightly 

harsh feel to it.  A very quiet young man who just wanted to sleep.   

 

Usual Abyssinian Adult Male 

 

1
st
 CC & BOB PONTELLO’S CH. PONTABY ENRICO (23) M 28.8.08 

 

Usual Abyssinian Adult Female 

 

1
ST

 CC  KELSALL’S PONTABY LUCIANA (23) F 20.2.08  A young 

lady not too happy today.    Moderate wedge with gentle head contours.  Large ears 

held just a fraction high.  Large, expressive rounded almond eyes – light amber 

colour.  Slight nose break.  Level bite and very good chin.  Good weight and 

condition.  Tail is thicker at the base, tapers and reaches the shoulder.  Short black 

hocks and black tip to the tail.  Short, slightly soft coat.  Elegant body.  Very faint 

smudges only in the necklet area.  Darker line of ticking along the spine to the tail tip. 

Clear facial pigmentation lines. 

 

2
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  CLARKE’S GLENDAVAN KISSIN DYNAMITE (23) F 22.12.06  

Unfortunately a very frightened girl – she was trembling and not at all comfortable.  

Mostly judged in the security of her pen.  Quite large well set ears.  Moderate wedge 

head, slight indentation at the muzzle.  Slight nose break.  Slightly rounded muzzle.  
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Tufts and furry inner edges to ears.  Rounded almond shape to eyes.  Chin, lips and 

nostrils off white.  Very faint well broken necklet.  Facial markings could be stronger.  

Amber eye colour.  Short black hocks and black tip to the tail.  Short coat, a little soft.  

Fairly rich apricot undercoat and black ticking.   

 

Blue Abyssinian Adult 

 

1
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 CC & BOB HORNER’S MISHALKA KHEPRI (23c) M  26.9.08  A 

lovely mature looking boy with jowls (although I thought him very pretty too).  

Excellent size, weight and  condition.  Large well set ears which are pricked and furry 

inner edges.  Moderate wedge head with gentle contours.  Slight nose break.  Brow 

rounded to top of head.  Indentation at the muzzle.  Level bite although chin falls 

away a little.  Overall a warm blue ticked with darker blue.  Blue tail tip.  Very little 

colour to hocks.  Mushroom colour to undercoat except on his back which is rather 

white.  Pink nose leather.  Short, dense coat of correct texture – not too soft.  Tapered 

tail, thicker at the base and reaching the shoulder.  Very faint broken necklet.  Clear 

facial pigmentation lines.    

 

Russian Blue Kitten 

 

1
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 & BOB STARK’S TROIKA IVAN TSAREVICH (16a) M 2.3.09  A lovely 

young Russian boy with a delightful nature and the right Russian expression.  Well set 

ears of good size, short wedge with a nice broad muzzle in addition to his good 

whisker pads.    Flat skull, angle is there, straight short nose.  Level bite and good 

deep chin.  Pale green eyes of good shape and set.  Soft, thick upstanding coat which 

is sound, a mid blue with a silvery sheen. My only criticism is that his tail is a little 

thick but length is fine.  All he wanted was a cuddle! 

 

2
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  PHILLIPS’ EDISON DANCINGBLUEDIAMOND (16a) M 10.5.09  

A good size boy with a gentle nature. Fair sized vertically set ears.  Slightly deep set 

rather rounded oval eyes which are still changing colour with green visible at the 

centre.  Longish rather narrow wedge showing slight whisker pads.  In profile he has 

an oriental line from the top of the head to a long straight nose.  No angle as yet.    

Elegant with long legs.  Long tapered tail although rather a lot of tail rings at the 

moment.  Fairly short coat which felt a little harsh across the back.  Darker blue 

flatish lying coat still showing ghost markings (allowable in the SOPs for a kitten) at 

the moment. 

 

FAWN ABYSSINIAN KITTEN MALE 

 

1
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 & BOB PONTELLO’S PONTABY MONTAGNA (23e) M 30.6.09  Apart 

from being the most delightful baby and just “pocket sized” he shouted Aby to me.  

Well shaped body and limbs and good weight.  Moderate wedge with gentle lines.  

Slight nose break and level bite.  Rounded almond eye shape with a slightly oriental 

slant – hazel colour at the moment and set well apart.  Lovely warm fawn ticked with 

deeper fawn.  Creamy colour to undercoat.  No necklet visible.  Colour to hocks very 

short.  Quite large ears which are set well apart following the line of the wedge.  Clear 

facial pigmentation lines, lighter colour surrounding the eyes.  Fawn tail tip.  Ticking 

well defined on majority of body. 
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Devon Rex Kitten Male 

 

1ST & BOB TEASEDALE & WILKINSON’S MAGICAL MAD HATTER 

(33a36) M 21.5.09  Young lad of 4 ½ months of lovely size and weight.  Good type 

with a short, broad wedge. Large, low set ears.  Ears are very very wide at the base.   

Flat skull and rounded brow to shortish nose with quite good stop.  Eyes are oval, 

sloping towards the ears and set wide apart.   Level bite.  Whisker break.  High 

cheekbones. Really hard and muscular feel to his body.  Body is long and so are his 

legs.  Paws, small and oval.  Long tapered tail.    Long, slender neck.  Well covered all 

over and well waved including down the legs to his paws.  Crinkled eyebrows and 

whiskers.  Really short velvety feel to his coat with waves right along the tail which 

also has a curl at the tip. 

  

2
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  THORPE’S BOUNTIFUL RED ALERT (33a 18d) M 10.4.09  Six 

months old and of good type but lacked his coat on the day.  Large ears with very 

wide base and set low.  Good eye shape, wide set, large and oval, sloping towards 

outer edge of ears.  Short, broad wedge.  Level bite, rather shallow chin.  Slender 

neck.  Ear tufts.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  A little plump around the tummy.    

Very broad chested.  Well covered on his face and head but body very short of coat 

with very little signs of rexing at the moment.  Some harsh guard hairs on his back.  

Tail of good length which is well covered and has waves. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten Female 

 

1
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  PUNTON’S CLOUDBORN EYE CANDY (33a30) F 21.4.09  A nice 

baby of good type.  Lovely large low set ears.  High cheekbones to her short broad 

wedge.  Short nose and good stop.  Level bite, rather a shallow receding chin.  Ears 

have muffs.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Short soft coat with fair rexing to head,  

limbs and tail bit not much evidence of rexing on back and sides.  Tummy just down.  

She has really lovely Devon eyes and a good expression. 

 

2
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  STEEDMAN & HAYTON’S CURLYPOT CUPCAKE KISSES 
(33a31es) F 9.6.09  a tiny baby although of good weight.  Very typical Devon head.  

Very large, very wide based ears which are set low although they need more width 

between.  Good oval eye shape and set.  High cheekbones.  Short nose with a stop.  

Short broad wedge.  Slender neck.  Slender  body.  Short, soft coat on head, tail and 

legs.   Slight muffs.  Body just down no rexing as yet.  Tummy bare.  Very long 

tapered tail which is covered and waved.  Slight waving on lower legs and paws.   

 

3
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  MELLOR’S GLENKENS HAUDYERWHEEST (33a30bs) F 

23.4.09  Rather disinclined to be fully assessed and I only had a brief look at the her 

bite which appeared level.  Rather weak chin.  Very wide based ears which need to be 

set lower.  Ears have both tufts and muffs. Large, oval green eyes which are set 

sloping to outer  edge of ears.  Slender neck.  High cheekbones.  Quite good stop.  

Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Rexing to coat coming through.  Short coat with 

guard hairs along the tail.  Slight rexing on shoulders, legs and tail.  Tummy down.  

Coat at the moment very uneven.  Good size and weight.   

 

Usual Abyssinian Neuter 
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1
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 PC   CULLEY’S ABYSIMBA ABIGALL (23) FN 11.11.08  

Rather nervous out of her pen and I was not able to check her bite.  A large girl for her 

age and in super condition.  Width between the ears.  Slightly longer than medium 

wedge.  Slight nose break.  Rather a long nose.  Ears have tufts and furry inner edges.  

Large, oval eyes set a fair width apart – green in colour.  Short close lying coat of 

correct texture – not too soft.  Very well ticked.  Deep apricot undercoat and black 

ticking.  Quite good length to black hocks.  Black tail tip.  Darker spine lie.  Very pale 

coloured fur around the eyes.  Clear facial pigmentation lines.  Very faint broken 

necklet.    Chin, lips and nostrils cream.   

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB  CULLEY’S PR. ANNERA PALADIN (23) MN 14.5.04  A big boy 

who was also a little nervous and I didn’t keep him out too long.  Well set ears could 

be a little larger.  Moderate wedge head.  Slight nose break although it also rolls off at 

the tip.  Incisors a little uneven but bite level.  Fair chin.  Yellowy green eyes.     

Virtually no necklet visible.  Short, well ticked coat.  Correct coat texture. Black tail 

tip.  Short black hocks.  Light apricot base coat.  Facial pigmentation lines.   

 

DEVON REX NEUTER 

 

1
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 PC & BOB TEASEDALE & WILKINSON’S MAGICAL MOJO 

(33a40 11s) MN 27.2.08  A big strong MN of good type.  Very large ears which are 

very very wide at the base and have both muffs and tufts.  Short broad wedge.  Stop to 

slightly long nose.  Very wide set large oval eyes which are a deep blue in colour.  

Brow curves back to flat skull.  Bite level.  High cheekbones.  Broad chested.  Short, 

even length soft coat, a few guard hairs on back and tail.  Well covered all over with 

well rippled dense waves.  Some waving on legs.  Well covered and waved tail of 

good length.  Crinkled whiskers and eyebrows.  A few grumbles but handled well 

 

2
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  BUCK’S MAGICAL SOUPDRAGON (33a27tsx) MN 8.11.08  Ran 

the winner very close.  Very mature looking for just 11 months.  Super to handle – he 

just stood on the table.  Very large ears, set low and very wide at the base.  Good 

width between the ears.  Short broad wedge.  Fair stop.  Level bite.  High cheekbones.  

Good eye shape and set – pale blue in colour.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Muffs 

and tiny tufts to ears.  Neck a little sparse of fur otherwise fully coated with rippled 

feelable waves.  Slight waving down legs and paws.   

 

Miscellaneous 

 

AV Foreign Adult bred by Exhibitor 

 

1
ST

 PHILLIPSMELKELTER MERRY MONARCH (16a) M 20.6.08  A big 

Russian Blue boy who has a good head.  Short broad wedge with whisker pads. Flat 

skull and angle.  Short nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Well set vertical ears of good 

size.  Almond shaped pale green eyes.  Long body and limbs.  Long tapered tail – a 

few tail rings.  Lovely mid blue coat with good silvery sheen.  A little timid out of the 

pen.    Short, fine coat of fair density for the time of year.  Coat is almost sound. 
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2
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 ROBERTSON & RICHARDSON’S GR. CH. ESANES ETOURDISSANT 
(76a30) M 22.4.08   A really big cat who fortunately handles well.  Good head with 

strong jowls.  A dense coat with wonderfully clear pattern and rosetted spots.  Green 

eyes.  Good width to muzzle and short straight nose.  Level bite.  Red nose leather.  

Spots on paws. 

 

3
RD

 BLOXHAM’S WOOZLES CALLME-MADDY (84 31a) F 3.11.08  This 

was the class of big lads!  Another big strong cat.  Modified wedge head, longer than 

wide.  Prominent cheekbones.  Whisker pads.  Lemon shaped green eyes.  Flat plane 

in front of ears.  Fairly straight nose.  Slight stop.  Large wide open ears – well set.  

Broad chest.  Peachy feel to body – some fur on nose.  Very very long slender tail.  

Long legs and fleshy toes.   

 

AV Foreign Adult not bred by Exhibitor 

 

1
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 DYKES’ INYANGA INSTANT KARMA (68 43bsq) F 30.10.08  A very 

attractive Tiffanie female that ultimately became Overall BIS.  Congratulations.  

Lovely  fine & silky coat showing neck ruff and plume-like tail and full breeches.  

Short wedge with width across the eyes.  Good bite and chin.  Warm chocolate 

shading, heavier on the back and tail, lighter underparts.  Tabby M and clear facial 

markings.  Lovely expression. 

 

2
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 KELSALL’S PONTABY LUCIANA (23) F 20.2.08 

 

3
rd

 MARRIOTT-POWER & MARRIOTT’S GR. CH. SESUANE RUMBA 

DAZZLER (72 45n) F 30.1.05 

 

AV Maiden Cat 

 

1
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 BOWMAN’S BURLEAWAY CHOCOLATE TIGER (20b) M 28.10.07  

Big strong British Chocolate Tabby gentleman.  Round “apple” head with small neat 

ears.  Full cheeks.  Large, round shaped eyes – light amber in the hall light.  Medium 

length thick tail which is well ringed.  Clear facial markings.  Level bite and firm 

chin.  Slightly happier in the comfort of his pen.  Moulting profusely today. 

 

2
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 STARK’S DUSHENKA YSABELLA (16a) F 3.12.08  Young Russian Blue 

female still to mature.  Long body and limbs.  Very short mid blue coat which is 

sound but lying rather close to the body.  Nice, well set ears.  Slight dip to nose.  

Level bite and good chin.  Flat skull and angle visible.  Could have a little more 

substance to the muzzle and not showing any whisker pads today.  Long tapered tail 

with several tabby rings.  Almond shaped eyes of quite good green. 

 

AV Foreign Neuter bred by Exhibitor 

 

1
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 CULLEY’S ABYSIMBA ABIGALL (23) FN 11.11.08 

 

2
nd

 PENNY’S GR. PR HOADHILL FUNTIME FRANKIE (76 30) MN 

5.11.06  Another large boy with a super short, dense coat.  Very clear black spots 

which are well rosetted.  Good glitter.  Broken spine line.  Ringed tail which is thick 
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at the base.  Very strong head.  Not too happy out of pen.  Broad nose.  Green eyes.  

Slight dip to nose which rolls off at the end.  Unable to check bite. 

 

3
RD

 BLOXHAM’S WOOZLES RAZZLE DAZZLE (84 31at) MN 18.5.06  

Mature Sphynx MN a little plump around the middle.  Hugh well set ears.  Very 

prominent cheekbones.  Clearly lemon shaped eyes.  Slight fur on muzzle.  Peachy 

down like feel to body etc.  Long legs. Strong modified wedge head.  Very long 

slender tapered tail.  Whisker pads.  Lovely temperament.  

 

Russian Blue Neuter 

 

1
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 COLLINS SITHEE TRUEBLUAZLAN (16a) MN 3.12.04  Nice Russian 

expression – big, strong fellow with masculine head.  Well set vertical ears.  Good 

almond shaped green eyes. Nice whisker pads.  Mid blue coat, quite plushy for the 

time of year and sound.  Long tapered tail.  Very neat and pretty oval paws.   

 

2
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 COLLINS’ SITHEE KIRAKOHANI (16a) FN 22.7.08  Charming female 

with a good expression.  Flat skull, good angle, straightish nose.  Fairly well set ears 

of good size. Almond shaped green eyes.  Level bite and good chin.  Slight whisker 

pads.   Short, even darker blue coat.  Very faint tail rings.  Handled well. 

 

AC Abyssinian Neuter 

 

1
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 CULLEY’S PR. ANNERA PALADIN (23) MN 14.5.04 

 

Club Class 

AV Foreign or Oriental Adult, Kitten or Neuter 

 

1
st
 LAMB’S CH. NATANGO’S GHANIYAH (78 30) F 4.11.07  Bronze 

Egyptian Mau female.  Good body and limbs.  Lovely short close lying coat with very 

distinct random spotting. Tabby M and scarab head markings.  Parallel nose lines.  

Slightly rounded wedge head, slight rise at bridge of nose.  Medium sized ears with 

width between.  Gooseberry green eyes. 

 

2
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 STARK’S TROIKA IVAN TSAREVICH (16a) M 2.3.09 

 

3
RD

 PHILLIPS’ MELKELTER MISSCORRINA (16a) F 22.11.06  Russian 

Female with a nice Russian expression.  Almond shaped eyes of good green colour.  

Fair sized and set ears.  Flat skull and angle.  Nose has a slight dip and bump. Slight 

whisker pads.  Long body and long tapered tail.  Quite good density to plushy coat.  

Mid blue in colour and fairly sound.   

 

   

 

 

 


